
Dial Park Primary Computing Concepts - Identity, Community and Society KS1 Autumn
Who was Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor?

Discovery Initiative Awareness Listening Inspire Me

Declarative 
Knowledge 
Listen to teacher/older 
peers on to learn to 
implement changes to 
improve your castle 
using more complex 
tools.  


Positivity Acceptance Relationships Kindness Vocabulary

Online safety 
Castles keep people 
safe - how can you 
keep yourself safe 
online? Is it better to 
make a castle to 
protect yourself or 
lower the drawbridge 
and trust everyone to 
not hurt you? 


Line

Push / Pull

Toolbar / tools

Label

Colour fill 

2D shape 
Corner

Side

3D shape 
Face

Edge 

Vertices


Protected 
Characteristic 
Are girls better 
architects than 
boys? 



What relationships can you make with this learning and 
what you have learnt before? How does this learning link 
with history and castles? Use the flashback fingers to help 
you know, understand and remember more. 

 
Knowing that your castle has different shapes, identify 
these shapes in the picture of your castle and name them. 
Now practise drawing and organising these shapes in 2D 
on SketchUp. 



Create shapes on Google SketchUp. Manipulate 2-D 
shapes into 3-D representations of shapes using push/
pull tool.

Choose one of the four castles (Geography link) to use 
alongside on SketchUp. 



"Expensive homes 
are my business 
and social housing 
is my hobby.”

PaulWilliam 1894 
-1980

 

Use the text tool to add labels to your shapes such as 
face, edge and vertices. Add further description such as 
where you saw the shape in your castle picture and how 
you actually made the shape on SketchUp. 


 
Design with awareness of desired outcome. Use logical 
reasoning to push/pull the 2D shapes into 3D shapes. Use 
the colour fill tool to add colour to your shapes. 

Can a friend find the shapes you have made in SketchUp 
on the picture of your castle?Recognise common uses of 
information technology beyond schoolWhat are the 
positives/frustrations with using SketchUp to create 
shapes?What would make it better?

Extension - Can you try to make a castle using shapes?


Declarative Knowledge  -Knowing that -National curriculum subject content Procedural Knowledge - Knowing How - National Curriculum aims Disciplinary Knowledge - I can manipulate shapes in virtual space 


